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A Guide to the Collision Avoidance Rules is the essential reference to the safe operation of all vessels at sea. Published
continuously since , this respected and expert guide is the classic text for all who need to practically and legally
understand and comply with 'The Rules'.

Lights displayed by power-driven vessels underway A power-driven vessel underway must display: A
hovercraft must also display an all-round flashing yellow light. A wing-in-ground craft must also display a
bright all-round flashing red light when taking off, landing, or flying near the surface. A power-driven vessel
of less than 12 metres However, in the case of a skiff a wooden clinker rowing boat which falls into this
category only needs to be capable of showing a white light. A power-driven vessel of less than 7 metres
Lights for vessels towing and pushing A power driven vessel when towing must show two masthead lights on
top of each other, instead of the masthead s prescribed in Rule 23; for a "long tow", three masthead lights on
top of each other, instead of two, and a diamond shape. If the pushing vessel and vessel being pushed are not
rigidly connected, they must instead show: Vessels being towed that are not inconspicuous or partly
submerged must show: Any number of vessels being towed or pushed together shall be lit as one vessel, and a
vessel being pushed ahead must show sidelights at its forward end if it is not part of a composite unit; a vessel
being towed alongside must show a sternlight and sidelights at its forward end. A vessel being towed that is
inconspicuous or partly submerged must show: If for any reason it is not possible to light the vessel according
to these rules, all possible measures must be taken to light the vessel and indicate its presence. If the towing
vessel is not normally engaged in towing operations and it is impractical to light it correctly, it is not obliged
to show these lights if it is towing a vessel in distress or in need of assistance. All possible measures must be
taken to show that it is towing; in particular the towline should be illuminated. Lights for sailing and rowing
vessels Sailing vessels underway and vessels under oars a A sailing vessel underway shall exhibit: A sailing
vessel of less than 7 metres A vessel under oars may exhibit the lights prescribed in this Rule for sailing
vessels, but if she does not, she shall have ready at hand an electric torch or lighted lantern showing a white
light which shall be exhibited in sufficient time to prevent collision. Lights for fishing vessels Fishing Vessels
a A vessel engaged in fishing, whether underway or at anchor, shall exhibit only the lights and shapes
prescribed in this Rule. Lights for vessels not under command or restricted in their ability to manoeuvre
Vessels not under command or restricted in their ability to manoeuvre a A vessel not under command shall
exhibit: The highest and lowest of these lights shall be red and the middle light shall be white; three shapes in
a vertical line where they can best be seen. The highest and lowest of these shapes shall be balls and the
middle one a diamond; when making way through the water, a masthead light or lights, sidelights and a
sternlight, in addition to the lights prescribed in sub-paragraph i ; when at anchor, in addition to the lights or
shapes prescribed in sub-paragraphs i and ii , the light, lights or shape prescribed in Rule The highest and
lowest of these lights shall be red and the middle light shall be white; a rigid replica of the International Code
flag "A" not less than 1 metre 3. Measures shall be taken to ensure its all-round visibility. One of these lights
or shapes shall be exhibited near the foremast head and one at each end of the fore yard. These lights or shapes
indicate that it is dangerous for another vessel to approach within 1, metres 0. Such signals are contained in
Annex IV to these Regulations. Lights for vessels constrained by their draught A vessel constrained by her
draft may, in addition to the lights prescribed for power-driven vessels in Rule 23, exhibit where they can best
be seen three all-round red lights in a vertical line, or a cylinder. Lights for pilot vessels a A vessel engaged on
pilotage duty shall exhibit: Lights for vessels anchored and aground A vessel at anchor must display an
all-round white light or one black ball in the fore part and another all-round white light at or near the stern at a
lower level than the light in the fore part. BUT if the vessel is less than 50 meters in length it may exhibit an
all-round white light where it can best be seen instead of the lights foresaid. Lights for seaplanes Where it is
impracticable for a seaplane or a WIG craft to exhibit lights and shapes of the characteristics or in the
positions prescribed in the Rules of the Part she shall exhibit lights and shapes as closely similar in
characteristics and position as is possible. Part D â€” Sound and light signals[ edit ] Definitions of whistle
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short blast 1 second , and prolonged blast 4â€”6 seconds. Equipment Vessels 12 metres On many vessels, a
horn serves the purpose of a whistle. Maneuvering and warning signals, using whistle or lights The signals are
used when vessels are in sight of one another Sound signals to be used in restricted visibility The signals are
used when vessels are in restricted visibility. Signals to be used to attract attention. When a vessel is in distress
and requires assistance she shall use or exhibit the signals described in Annex IV to these Regulations. Part E
â€” Exemption[ edit ] Exemption Any vessel or class of vessel provided that she complies with the
requirements of the International Regulations for the Preventing of Collisions at Sea, , the keel of which is laid
or is at a corresponding stage of construction before the entry into force of these Regulations may be exempted
from compliance therewith as follows: The repositioning of masthead lights on vessels of meters or more in
length, resulting from the prescriptions of Section 3 a of Annex I to these regulations, until 9 years after the
date of entry into force of these Regulations. Part F â€” Verification of Compliance with the Provisions of the
Convention[ edit ] Rule 39 Definitions a Audit means a systematic, independent and documented process for
obtaining audit evidence and evaluating it objectively to determine the extent to which audit criteria are
fulfilled. Rule 40 Application Contracting Parties shall use the provisions of the Code for Implementation in
the execution of their obligations and responsibilities contained in the present Convention. Rule 41
Verification of compliance a Every Contracting Party shall be subject to periodic audits by the Organization in
accordance with the audit standard to verify compliance with and implementation of the present Convention.
The following signals, used or exhibited either together or separately, indicate distress and need of assistance:
SOS in Morse Code; e a signal sent by radiotelephony consisting of the spoken word "Mayday"; f the
International Code Signal of distress indicated by NC; g a signal consisting of a square flag having above or
below it a ball or anything resembling a ball; h flames on the vessel as from a burning tar barrel, oil barrel, etc.
The use or exhibition of any of the foregoing signals except for the purpose of indicating distress and need of
assistance and the use of other signals which may be confused with any of the above signals is prohibited.
Attention is drawn to the relevant sections of the International Code of Signals, the Merchant Ship Search and
Rescue Manual, Annex III and the following signals; a a piece of orange-coloured canvas with either a black
square and circle or other appropriate symbol for identification from the air ; b a dye marker.
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This seventh edition includes the full text of the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea,
with practical discussion of the implications of the rules included alongside all updates seen over the years. A
Practical Guide to the Rules of the Road: For OOW, Chief Mate and Master Students A self-teaching aid that
covers International regulations for preventing collision at sea Colregs or Rules of the Road, including
navigation lights and related situations that could be asked within the Maritime and Coastguard Agency oral
examinations for the deck certificate of competency. This book is divided into two sections. The first section
contains simple explanations of the Rules of the Road, while the second section covers more than sixty
situations and exam questions. An extremely useful visual aid. This easy-to-read guide provides clear and
simple questions and answers to a complex subject. Test Yourself on the Rule of the Road: Lights, Shapes,
Sound Signals, Collision Avoidance This volume is a revision aid in a subject which is compulsory for RYA
sailing courses, including Day Skipper, Yachtmaster and the International Certificate of Competence exams,
and is essential knowledge for anyone who goes to sea. It provides questions and expanded explanatory
answers for each section of the Collision Rules right of way, lights and shapes, sound signals, and distress
signals , and concludes with a mixed bag of questions to consolidate knowledge. The Rules themselves and
their interpretation are applicable to everyone regardless of training and kind of vessel. This book contains
many pictures and 3D-illustrations of the lights on different vessels to exemplify the meaning of these lights.
The reader will become familiar with priority rules by studying the views from above and from the bridges of
the vessels. Learn the Nautical Rules of the Road Expert information for yachtsmen and professional mariners.
This is the ideal book to improve your understanding of the nautical rule of the road whether you need to pass
an exam or require an onboard reference. This comprehensive guide explains the intention of each rule and
how it should be applied when on the water. Reeds Maritime Meteorology Reeds Maritime Meteorology is
written primarily for serving and trainee deck officers, those studying for certificates of competency in
merchant ships and for fishermen. It provides descriptions of the elements and forces which contribute to
maritime meteorology and the principles which govern them, and deals specifically with: Shipboard and
Marine Operations Ideal for Merchant Navy Officers from Cadet rank to Master Mariner, the fourth edition of
this book is in full colour, and has been updated to include more information on topics as diverse as electronic
navigation and AIS technology whilst still including essential information on subjects such as safety at sea,
rescue operations, watch keeping duties and pollution control. Used by training establishments around the
world, this is the only reference to both shipboard practice and ship operations that seafarers will need. Now in
full colour. Includes modern techniques such as electronic navigation and AIS technology. Comprehensive
coverage of the knowledge required by seafarers of all ranks. Covers all the knowledge required to take
readers from Cadet to Master rank. It is the ideal study package for anyone preparing for the oral assessment
taken by every marine professional to acquire a Deck Certificate of Competency at various levels of seniority
up through Master. With hundreds of tutorial questions and answers, plus interactive multiple choice
examinations. Shipboard Operations This book covers the knowledge of shipboard operations required by
candidates for professional qualification as Chief Officer and Master Mariner. It deals with the basic routines
and procedures, and the many regulations governing their use, for the safe and efficient operation of merchant
ships. Ship Construction Ship Construction is the market leading text for the professional shipbuilding and
naval architecture sector. Acting as both a reference on the latest developments in construction techniques,
safety and shipyard practice for professionals and a comprehensive text for students of naval architecture, the
book covers the complete construction process, from ship specification to competed vessel. Covering each
core operation and providing detailed understanding of the key ship construction steps. It is also useful for
those studying for Mate and Master examinations. This book gives an indication of typical methods of
construction in a concise manner with plenty of illustrations. Ship Stability for Masters and Mates
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Understanding ship stability - the ability of a ship to return to an initial state after disturbing forces and
moments - is critical for all maritime students and professionals studying for a deck or engineering certificate
of competency, or seeking promotion to a higher rank within marine or naval companies or institutions. The
seventh edition of this classic text provides a comprehensive introduction to all aspects of ship stability and
ship strength, squat, interaction and trim, materials stresses and forces. Ship Stability Stability is a difficult
concept to define. The idea of a stable character is readily grasped, although it is harder to put into words. The
same applies to the notion of a stable ship, as stability is an intangible and complex entity. Nevertheless, it
plays an extremely important role in navigation. If a ship is unstable, there is immediate danger to ship, crew,
passengers and the environment. Therefore, stability regulations have been established for all types of ships.
Ship Stability, Powering and Resistance This indispensible guide to ship stability covers essential topics such
as flotation and buoyancy, small angle, large angle and longitudinal stability, water density effects, bilging,
ship resistance, and advanced hydrostatics. Each chapter has a comprehensive list of aims and objectives at the
start of the topic, followed by a check-list at the end of the topic for students to ensure that they have
developed all the relevant skills before moving onto the next topic area. It is an invaluable reference for all
who need to understand the fundamentals of business and law as they affect the day-to-day management of a
commercial ship. Since it was first published, this book has helped explain the system for anyone using
GMDSS and has been excellent pre-course reading for students. Navigation and Radar for the Master Yachts
Certificate Superyacht Master covers the requirements of the navigation and radar modules for the Officer of
the Watch Yachts and the Master Yachts Certificates required for captains and crew of commercial yachts
over 24m and under 3, tons. It is the only book written specifically for these modules and will be required
reading for all those undertaking a deck career in the superyacht industry or in similar sized commercial craft.
Micro-chip controlled light options - power, low power, blink Water ingress resistant construction IPX4,
batteries included.
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This is the definitive work on the Collision Avoidance Rules for all concerned with the practical and legal aspects of their
interpretation. This new edition incorporates the Amendments to the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions
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A Guide to the Collision Avoidance Rules 7th Edition by A. N. Cockcroft and Publisher Elsevier Butterworth Heinemann.
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"A Guide to the Collision Avoidance Rules" is the essential reference to the safe operation of all vessels at sea.
Published continuously since , this respected and expert guide is the classic text for all who need to practically and
legally understand and comply with 'The Rules'.
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8: Recommended Books
A Guide to the Collision Avoidance Rules is the essential reference to the safe operation of all vessels at sea. Published
continuously since , this respected and expert guide is the classic text for all who need to practically and legally
understand and comply with `The Rules'.
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The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGs) are published by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and set out, among other things, the "rules of the road" or navigation rules to be followed by ships
and other vessels at sea to prevent collisions between two or more vessels.
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